
Reading Challenge Bookmark

We expect you to tick off the list throughout 
the year to ensure you are reading a range of 

challenging texts that will improve your reading 
age and ability. This well help you to do well in 

all of your subjects. 

Not just English! For example, recent research has 
found that to read the questions in a GCSE Science 
exam, you need to have the reading ability of an 
average 17 year old.

A serious book

A magazine

A newspaper

A short poetry book

A book from a new genre

Reading Challenge

Tick off this list throughout the year 
to ensure you are reading a range of 
challenging texts that will improve 

your reading age and ability. This well 
help you to do well in all of your 

subjects. 

Don’t forget to also fill in the Reading 
Log in your Knowledge Organiser. This 
will be checked each Library Lesson 
with good reading being rewarded.



1. A serious book

I bet lots of you love Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Timmy 
Failure and Dork Diaries?

However, now you’re in secondary school, it’s time to 
read something more serious and mature too.



2. A magazine

Magazines can also help you to engage in some of your 
other interests too and many can be read online.



3. Poetry Book
There is a collection of poetry in the library. Poems are quicker to read 
and interesting because of their messages. They are use language in 
different ways.

Funny poetry books:



4. Newspapers

• These will help you with non-fiction and make sure you’re aware of 
what’s going on around the world.

• Most are free to read online.



5. A book from 
a new genre

Being ‘stuck’ on one genre will 
limit the amount of progress 
you can make with your 
reading. The wider your 
reading, the more widely your 
vocabulary and writing.


